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First photograph of 
Sun taken  

165 years ago 

3 
 
 

 
 

4 
First commercial 

mission to Mir  
10 years ago. 
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Zefram Cochran 
invented warp drive 
53 years from now. 
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Third Qtr Moon  
4:37 am 

 
 
 
 

Algol at Minima 
  

5:21 am 
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Vesta Stationary  
in Leo 

8 

 

 

 

 
 

Moon at Apogee  
10 pm 

(251,657 miles) 
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Algol at Minima 
 

2:10 am 

 
 
 

10 
Earth Day 

Irving Event 
 

BSA Star Party 
Bridgeport 

11 
 

Algol at Minima 
  

10:59 pm 
 

Project Ozma 
started 50 years ago 

Apollo 13 launched 
40 years ago 

Viking 2 lander 
mission ended 30 

years ago 

12 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yuri’s Night 

13 

 
 

 
 

 

14 
New Moon 

7:29 am 
 

 
 
 
 

Expedition 11 crew 
launched to ISS 

15 years ago 

15 
 
 

 
Income Tax 

Due 
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First test firing of 
Saturn V first stage 

45 years ago 

17 
 

 

3RF Star Party 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Apollo 13 crew 
returns to Earth  

40 years ago 

18 

 
 

19 
Algol at Minima 

  
1:59 am 
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FWAS 
Meeting 

 

Shapley-Curtis 
Debate on nature & 

distance of spiral 
nebulae  

90 years ago. 
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Algol at Minima 
  

10:48 pm 

 

First Qtr Moon  
1:20 pm 
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3RF Lunar Party 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Moon at Perigee 
3 pm (228131 miles) 

 
 

 

Astronomy Day 
(Spring) 

25 
 

 

26 
 

 

27 28 
 

Full Moon 
7:18 am 

 

Jan Oort 
b. 110 years ago. 

29 
 

30 
 

31 
 

 
 
 

April Lyrid 
Meteors 

Museum 
Star Party 

Top ten deep-sky objects for April: 
M65, M66, M95, M96, M97, M105, M108, NGC 3115, NGC 3242, NGC 3628 

Top ten binocular deep-sky objects for April: 
M65, M66, M95, M96, M97, M105, M108, M109, NGC 3115, NGC 3242 

Challenge deep-sky object for April:      Leo I (Leo)  
Challenge binary star for April:              Gamma Sextantis  
Notable variable star for April:               S Ursae Majoris (Ursa Major)  
Notable carbon star for April:                V Hydrae (Hydra)  

http://www.phys-astro.sonoma.edu/BruceMedalists/Oort/
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TThhee  SSkkyy  TThhiiss  MMoonntthh – Thomsen Foundation -- 9 pm local time, April 15 (from Heavens-Above.com) 
 

 
    
  
  
  
  
  

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Star Charts: 

Sky & Telescope                                       Sky Maps 
http://tinyrul.com/5np8n                                             http://www.skymaps.com 

Heavens Above                         International Space Station Transits 
http://www.heavens-above.com               http://tinyrul.com/y8zk5c 
 

 
 

Planets, Meteors, and Comets!  Oh My! 
 
 

Mercury:   Evening Star the first half of April. 
Venus: Evening Star this month.  Use Venus as your guide for finding Mercury about after sunset for the first week and a half of April.  

Venus & Mercury will be 3O apart on Easter weekend.  A crescent Moon is 4O N on the 16th. 
Mars: In the evening sky, but is shrinking like a leaky balloon as its eastern motion increases through the month.  Mars will be near the 

Beehive from the 15th to the 18th. 
Jupiter:    A low Morning Star in Aquarius.  
Saturn:    Excellently placed in the night sky, as it was at opposition late last month.  He is in retrograde motion this month. 
Uranus:    Reappearing into the dawn sky; but is a challenging target for observers here. 
Neptune:   In the eastern morning sky this month, but it is very challenging target for observers here. 
Pluto:  Forgetaboutit. 
The April Lyrid Meteor shower is considered a minor shower with a ZHR of about 10.  They span from the16th - 26th, with a max of less than a day as 

the Earth passes through the debris of Comet Thatcher   It is unpredictable, having had remarkable fall rates recorded from 687 
BC (“like rain”) to more recent outbursts in 1803, 1922 (100 for one hour), and 1982 (180 to 300 within a few minutes).  Lyra rises 
in the northeast at about 10 p.m., but the best time to view is the hours before dawn after the waxing gibbous moon has set. 
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OObbsseerrvviinngg  aanndd  OOuuttrreeaacchh  OOppppoorrttuunniittiieess                                                                Weather permitting (FWAS contacts in parentheses) 
 
 
 

April 10 - Purtis Creek State Park - Stargazing & Take a Walk Through the Solar System - Take a walk through the 
solar system and view the night sky through a telescope. Then make your own star wheel and learn how to use 
it. Meet at the overflow camping parking lot. Accessible for the mobility impaired. 7:30 p.m. (903) 425-2332. 

April 17 (DSO) & 24 (Lunar) - Three Rivers Foundation (“3RF”) - 3RF invites you out to Comanche Springs near 
Crowell, Texas for a night under the stars. The dark skies of Big Ranch Country provide a spectacular view of 
the universe. The party starts with solar observing followed by a break. Evening activities begin with a short 
educational introduction to astronomy. The observatories and Star Field are then opened to the public to enjoy 
the use of many different kinds of astronomy instruments.  For more information the day of a scheduled star 
party, please call 940-655-3384.  (Russ Boatright and Doug Brown) (Panhandle Plains, where Oklahoma 
tucks into the Texas Panhandle)   

April 17 - Tyler State Park - Star Party - See the first star come out and make your wish! Bring your telescopes or 
binoculars, flashlight with red lens, drinks, lawn chairs and insect repellent. We will have campfire stories if it's 
cloudy. Accessible for the mobility impaired. 8-10 p.m. (903) 597-5338. 

April 17 - Goose Island State Park - Goose Island Under the Stars - Join us in the evening when volunteers from the 
Corpus Christi Astronomical Society will lead a tour of the night skies. Learn about the constellations and see 
the moon, planets, stars and galaxies through the telescope. Bring your lawn chairs and your binoculars and 
meets us at the Recreation Hall for an informative and fun night. Accessible for the mobility impaired. 8:30-9:30 
(361) 729-2858. 

April 24 – FWAS & Noble Planetarium Star Party – Come one; come all to the star party at the Fort Worth Museum of 
Science and History.  These star parties provide a great opportunity to bring your children and give them a 
chance to look though a number of different telescopes.  And for new members it is a good time to see a 
number of different telescopes and talk to other club members about them.  And of course, we need members 
with telescopes and binoculars that enjoy sharing the sky with Museum guests.  We meet in the parking lot to 
the south of the museum on the corner of Montgomery and Harley.  Time: dusk (sunset is about 7:40 so give 
yourself some time to set up) until 10:30.  Michele will bring brownies and Linda will provide drinks. (Linda 
Krouse & Michele Martinez)  

    

Lunation 1080 at Age: 
10 Days, 12 hours 

*and everyone knows that the Moon is made out of green cheese.” 
      

The picture to the left almost shows what the 
Moon will look like at 7:29 pm on the night of 
our April 24th 2010 Museum star party.   

This image does not exactly represent what 
will be visible along the limbs, because on 
that night the libration of the Moon will be 
centered almost due lunar North.  The 
Moon’s North Pole will appear to be tilted 
more towards us. The northern limb will be 
most exposed by 6.6O on the 26th. At 
Moonrise, the Moon’s SW will be “down.”   

Let’s look at a few of the terminator targets.   
Sinus Iridum was formed after Mare 
Imbrium, Note that the object that formed 
this crater came in at such an angle that the 
southeast rim is below the later lava flow.  
By inference, the impacting object’s 
approach must have come well within the 
lunar orbit.  Also, look at Bullialdus Crater 
and compare its topography to the larger 
Copernicus Crater which is also well 
illuminated this night.  Take note of 
Bulliadus’ crisp lines as the crater rim 
terraces down to the interior flood plain and 
central peak; comparing these sharp 
features with the many challenging older 
ghost craters that surround Bulliadus. 

This image was borrowed from http://www.stargazing.net/David/moon/day10h12moonfull.html     
 
 
 
 
 

                              Philolaus Crater  

                                                                      Plato Crater 
                Sinus Iridum  
               “Bay of Rainbows” 

                                         Mare Imbrium 

 

 
Montes Carpatus   

       Copernicus Crater  
 

   Lansburg Crater  
 
 
 
 

     Bullialdus Crater  

http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/spdest/findadest/parks/purtis_creek/
http://www.3rf.org/sciences
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/spdest/findadest/parks/tyler/
http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/spdest/findadest/parks/goose_island/
http://www.fwmsh.org/star-parties
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Star Party Reports 
 

Ridglea Hills ES Star Party:  The "Mobile Noble' was pleased to participate in Science Night at Ridglea Hills Elementary School.  
Approximately 135 people attended our 5 planetarium shows.  We spent about 25 minutes with each group, pointing out stars, 
constellation outlines and constellation figures, as well as the visible planets.  Because it was cloudy when we first got there (although 
it cleared later), activities were somewhat limited for the people who came, so we also took them on a tour through our solar system.  
Students and parents alike learned how to 'redden' their flashlights with red balloons, how to dark adapt their eyes, and to make use 
of binoculars if they had them.  Everyone seemed to have a great time, and the science teacher told us to save a place on our 
calendars for next year, so I guess it was a successful night." – Linda Krouse 

Dinosaur Valley Star Party:   The 
weather was decent and it was a full 
house for the park’s March stargazing 
shindig.  Dr. Ray Benge of Tarrant 
County Community College gave a 
dusk show and tell before the crowd 
took to the scopes; and we easily had 
150 or more folks attend.  A great 
time was had by all!  The next 
scheduled event there is May 8th.  – 
Scott MacDonald and Juan Martinez 

Museum & FWAS Star Party: There was a full array of scopes in 
anticipation of a full house crowd of guests at the March Museum Star Party.  
Nightfall gave clear and breezy skies. Michele’s Brownies and Spring Fever 
brought out a chatty bunch of star gazers and gawkers.  LaVerne Biser set 
up his fabulous 10” GEM reflector with the octagonal wood tube, an 
absolutely beautiful beast.  It wasn’t long before lines were formed at each of 
the scopes.  A great time was had by all. 

 
 
 
   

 

Monthly Meeting Reports 
 

President’s Report:  Steve Tuttle reported that with Floyd May needing to temporarily step down as club Secretary – Treasurer, 
Trista Oppermann has stepped up to fill the vacancy until the next club election cycle in June; and he was needing to get those 
materials from Floyd within the next week or so.    Upcoming in June will the annual election for President, Vice-President, Secretary-
Treasurer and for two of the four Directors seats on the Executive Committee.  Nominations will be coming up in April – May. 

Secretary-Treasurer Report:  Steve Tuttle did not have an exact figure, but last month’s balance totals were $13,903.41, which did 
not include any new member dues from February, or the $700.00 reimbursement to the Museum for our share of the 2009 Christmas 
Dinner expenses.  The check was issued on the club meeting night for the Museum dinner expenses. 

Analemma Observing Club and Pin Proposal:  Lowell Martin reported on the work that he and Jerré Ellis have done on their 
proposed Analemma Club and that the submitted preliminary work has been well received.  Hopefully it will be approved at the 
upcoming May Astronomical League convention.  Input is still welcome on pin design, and it is also very important that there is an 
alternate Analemma Club Coordinator if the proposal is accepted.  Lowell writes: 

Alternative Analemma Club Coordinator - Are there any volunteers to be the 
alternative Club Coordinator (Lowell & Jerré will be the primary coordinators). If you are 
asking "What would be expected of me?"  Our best guess at this point is: other than 
being "in the loop" not too much for at least 1½ years. There are a few things to 
consider:  the proposal probably will not survive the upcoming AL's meeting. Setting up a 
new Club requires a cash outlay, and the AL is cash-strapped for setting up new Clubs. 
We are expecting the Proposal to be assimilated into the Solar System & Planetary 
Observers Club as an additional project opportunity (we're still going to give it a shot, 
though). If so, the administration will pass to that Club's Coordinator, and the startup 
costs are avoided. Generating an analemma takes a year. If approved in May, and 
allowing a couple of months for making the pins, website work, etc., and allowing a year 
to generate the analemma, we do not expect any submissions until mid-2011.  We will 
need your contact address & phone number. Should the Proposal be accepted, they 
may be printed in The Reflector or posted on the Internet. 

 
Outreach / NSN Report:  Newly appointed Public Outreach Coordinator Shawn Kirchdorfer gave 
an overview of NASA's Night Sky Network and their central website’s navigation.  The Night Sky 
Network's website was recently revamped so that it could be used for logging club outreach events 
and volunteer hours.  Both of these things are beneficial to the club in terms of getting tools for 
further outreach activities, as well as aiding in documentation for our club's future 501(c)3 status. 
This tool, however, is only beneficial if our members use it. So please contact Shawn at 
fwasouttreach@yahoo.com for more information on how to join the Night Sky Network. 
 
 

http://www.analemma.com/
http://plus.maths.org/issue11/features/sundials/
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Peculiar Galaxies at the March Meeting 
 

At the March meeting, club member Dennis Webb gave a very nice presentation on Arp’s 
Peculiar Galaxies.  Dennis and Jeff Kanipe wrote the book, The Arp Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies A 
Chronicle and Observer's Guide.  Dennis graciously donated a copy of their book to the club’s 
March raffle and as expected it was immediately snatched up like free food at a college function.  
The book provides a chronicle of Arp's saga, from his early work at Mount Wilson and Palomar, 
where the original Atlas was assembled, to his controversial research on discordant redshifts. 

Although Halton C. Arp's astrophysical interpretations have sparked controversy among his 
peers - the giants of professional astronomy - his story has stoked the interests of amateur 
astronomers throughout the world who want to know more about the man and his catalog of 
peculiar galaxies. 

In Dennis’ early days which were before the advent of the Internet, he noted how Arp’s research 
was marginalized; Dennis knew he was onto a conspiracy of some point!  It was after research 
that Dennis came to realize that Arp’s views were contra-logical and his views were as peculiar 
as the galaxies he studied. 

Arp’s Atlas is out of print, but Dennis shared a pass-around copy of an Atlas that he had 
scanned some time back.  Dennis and Jeff’s book reproduces all 338 of the original Atlas of Peculiar Galaxies’ images, including 
Arp's preface, it also presents new images of all Arp galaxies taken by amateur astronomers, along with finder charts and observing 
notes. 

Dennis chronicled Arp's professional journey, from his early work at Mount Wilson and Palomar, where the original Atlas was 
assembled, to his controversial research on discordant redshifts.  Although Arp's astrophysical interpretations have sparked 
controversy among his peers, his story has stoked the interests of amateur astronomers throughout the world who want to know more 
about the man and his catalog of peculiar galaxies.  Arp now works and studies in Europe; although graduate students are still 
advised away from his academic mentoring. 
   

Ursa Major 
    

The wood-nymph Callisto was a maiden in the wild region Arcadia. She was a huntress, "not one who spent her time in spinning soft 
fibres of wool, or in arranging her hair in different styles. She was one of Diana's warriors, wearing her tunic pinned together with a 
brooch, her tresses carelessly caught back by a white ribbon, and carrying in her hand a light javelin or her bow" (Hevelius' catalog, 
published in MDCXC). 

Jupiter caught sight of her and immediately desired her. He took on the shape of the goddess Diana and spoke to Callisto, who was 
delighted to see the form of her mistress. She began to tell him of her hunting exploits, and he responded by raping her.  Had Juno 
seen this crime she would have been less cruel.  The cruelty of Juno resulted from the goddess's easily-aroused jealousy. 
Unfortunate Callisto bore a son to Jupiter, Arcas, infuriating Juno. Out of jealousy, the wife of Jupiter transformed the girl into a bear. 
She lived for a time in the wild, until Arcas came across her one day while hunting. Unknowingly, he was about to kill his mother in her 
bear form, but Jupiter took mercy on Callisto, stayed Arcas's hand, and transformed him into a lesser bear. The king of gods then 

placed both mother and son into the heavens as neighboring 
constellations. 

 Image borrowed from  
http://api.ning.com/files/iFSb6alJbio5VYxmMg08YkDSqze8gIDkVex9OVFYeYi7Qn8*vaDia*sUEx
qzBENDENiqIZPSw4VS*qexDjUA*0HSejKPWFkE/Ursa_Major_constellation_Hevelius.jpg 

The constellation Ursa Major includes the Big Dipper, perhaps 
the most-recognized feature of a constellation in the heavens.  
The Big Dipper played a role in American history.  During the 
Civil War, the Big Dipper was used by the Underground Railroad 
for night time navigation. Slaves escaping from the South were 
told to follow the "drinking gourd" to a better life. This is because 
the Big Dipper is circumpolar, meaning it can be seen in the 
North all night long. The message of the drinking gourd was 
passed along in the form of song, since most of the slaves were 
unable to read or write.  

Ursa Major is also the site of a well-known binary star system. 
Mizor and Alcor, located in the base of the dipper's these two 
stars were the first binary system to be discovered in 1650. They 
can easily be separated with a good pair of binoculars. Ursa 

Major contains seven Messier objects, including a double star, a planetary nebula, an irregular galaxy, and four spiral galaxies.  The 
galaxies are quite faint.  Because it lies so far away from the galactic plane, it contains no open clusters or diffuse nebulae.  Because 
of the lack of interstellar absorption here, the first of the Hubble Deep Fields was made in this region. 
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Double Double 
Venus : Mercury 

31 March 2010 

Patrick McMahon 

Ben Hudgens 
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      The First 100 Minor Planet Marathon – Ben Hudgens, FWAS AL Master Observer 
   

Messier Marathon?   Been there done that, as the saying goes.  How about an Asteroid Marathon?  A couple of months 
ago I got to thinking that it might be possible with enough advanced planning to observe most of the first 100 numbered 
asteroids in one night.   

Several variables had to be considered first before attempting this feat.  Where would all of these minor planets be 
spread out along the ecliptic?  How bright would they be?  How much aperture would be required to see the dimmer 
ones?  And the biggest factor would be evening and morning twilight and the asteroids 'elongation' angular distance 
from the sun. 

Of the 100 minor planets in the list, there would be about 80 of them that should be observable after you removed the 
ones that would be lost in the twilight area of the evening and morning sky.  I figured a 30 degree elongation would be 
far enough away and still give me a chance to see several in the twilight sky.  

The magnitudes ranged from 6.5 to 15.5 for the 100 asteroids but over 70 of them would be brighter than 13.5 
magnitude.   Like the Messier objects, there would be a rush to observe many in the evening twilight before they 
became too low in the sky.    

Distribution across the sky was also somewhat like the Messier objects.  A large number of the minor planets would 
have be see observed before 10 pm. and then the pace would be much easier for the next few hours.  There would even 
be time for a break or short nap.  Again, there are lots of similarities to doing a Messier Marathon.  A final surge would 
be needed to observe as many of the remaining asteroids as possible in the eastern sky as they rose before morning 
twilight.   The steep angle of the ecliptic in the evening sky would be a big bonus but the very low angle of the ecliptic in 
the morning sky would work against me even with the 30 degree elongation.   

The key to being able to observe these 'vermin of the skies' would be star charts that would give accurate fields of view 
with the necessary background stars plotted.   For this, I used a star charting program called Guide 8.0 to print out about 
50 of the charts needed to cover the 80 minor planets for the evening.   Most of the asteroid's positions would be easy to 
identify with the accurate background stars so only one observation would be needed for each.  

So, how did it go on the night of March 13th?   The weather was great and the western horizon was low and had an 
open view to allow for the possibility of observing many early on.   I was using my 16" Meade Starfinder dob which would 
allow me to see many of the dimmer asteroids without problem.  Again, similar to the early Messier objects,  twilight and 
the object's brightness would be the deciding factors in being able to see these first low targets.    

I made a really bad decision when I thought I could do this and observe many of the Messier objects all in the same 
night.   Everything was going pretty good until I realized that I had spent too much time in trying to see the early Messier 
objects and had let many of the evening asteroids get too low in the sky. They proved difficult if not impossible to see by 
that time.  As midnight approached, I had only been able to observe 25 of the asteroids.  By then, seeing that I had 
missed so many of the early ones, I decided to just fall back and do some casual observing for the next few hours and 
try the asteroid marathon another year.    

Was it all worth it?  I say yes!  It was something different to try and observe and like the Messier Marathon, it was also a 
learning experience.  Perhaps with a bit more better planning and sticking to a more dedicated observing session,  80 or 
more of those asteroids might be seen in one night.  There will never be a night when all 100 could be seen as there will 
be always be several of the minor planet's positions lost in the bright twilight on any given night. 

Another variation of a marathon might be to try a "100 Best NGC" or something similar like variable stars, double stars, 
or Arp galaxies.   Make your own list and give it a try sometime. 
   

$cope $tuff 4 $ale 
   
   

A longtime observing friend of mine in Mississippi has his 14" TScope truss dob for sale due to his health issues.  He thought he had 
it sold but the buyer could not come up with all of the money.  I told him I would pass this along to the FWAS.  If interested, email me 
or contact Chuck for more details.   I can personally vouch for this scope's quality and condition. These TScopes are of 'lightweight' 
design and truly portable. I previously owned one of the first TScopes that Ed built several years ago. I might even be able help 
with pickup and delivery as I will be going by to visit with him on my way to the MidSouth Star Gaze in French Camp, MS in mid April.  
- Ben Hudgens   (Chuck’s note, below) 

Unfortunately, due to age related and other problems I can no longer handle my T-14 scope, so I am putting it up for sale. It is the T-
Scope with Discovery enhanced primary and secondary mirrors, Markless balance system, Moonlight 2" focusser. As anyone on the 
T-Scope WEB page could tell you, it takes 2 or more years waiting to get a new one from Ed Teychert (who builds them.) This one is 
like new,since it has been out on the field less than 6 times since I got it. (see http://www.tscopes.com for pics and more info) I can be 
contacted at 601-924-2153, 601-750-3641, or farnswrt (at) yahoo (dot) com. It will have to be picked up from my home in Clinton, MS; 
also due to age related problems. A real bargain at $2200.  -- Chuck Farnsworth 
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Spectacular Spiral 
Tom Koonce 
Antelope Valley Astronomy Club, Inc. 
Fort Worth Astronomical Society 

   

I hope the weather will be warming up soon.  We had very cold, windy weather 
for our Messier Marathon, but I'm sure it wasn't as cold as some locations 
around the US. 

Every year around mid-April the Whirlpool galaxy is well placed for observation in the northern sky in Canes Venatici (The 
Hunting Dogs).  The Whirlpool is also known as M51 and NGC 5194, but most people know it by the nickname that is obvious 
after your first view.  It has a smaller, yellowish companion galaxy, NGC 5195 in the distance.  The Whirlpool is the best spiral 
galaxy in the sky, in my opinion.  It can be seen with a small telescope, the spiral arms detected in an 8” scope, and when it is 
viewed through a really large telescope it is a stunning sight that you’ll never forget.  It’s always a star party favorite when it’s 
visible higher in the sky.  A friend once let me observe it through his 51” reflector and I could hardly tear myself away from the 
view after 15 minutes.  I thought I had only been at the eyepiece for 30 seconds.   

 Photo Credit: HST, ACS 

You will find it quickly by following 
the curved handle of the Big 
Dipper away from the dipper to the 
star Alkaid at the end of the 
handle.  Then look 2 degrees 
(outer ring of your Telrad) lower to 
the south and west in declination 
at about a 90 degree angle to the 
handle of the dipper.  Scan around 
the area at low powers and you’ll 
spot it as a fuzzy patch of gray. 

The more magnification that you 
apply to the view, the more of the 
galaxy’s structure will be revealed.  
Under clear, dark skies you will 
easily be able to make out the 
spiral structure of the two tightly 
wound spiral arms, dust lanes and 
the illusion of a connecting bridge 
of material between the two 
galaxies that is not actually there, 
at least to the extent that it looks 
like through the eyepiece.  The 

two galaxies interacted about 70 million years ago, with M51 coming out the winner, gaining mass and kick starting many 
regions of active star formation.  While it certainly would have been an exciting (bad?) time to be living in the Whirlpool galaxy, 
the result today is a spectacular face-on spiral galaxy just 31 million light years away from us with plenty of interesting details, 
such as the pinkish knots of star forming regions and the radial wisps of interactions between the spiral arms.  At medium 
power, sharp observers may be able to spot another much smaller edge-on galaxy, NGC 5229, to the northwest in the same 
field of view. 

There are a few tricks to observing the Whirlpool galaxy and other ‘faint fuzzies’ like it.  Obviously clear, dark skies and steady 
seeing are important.  Filters will not enhance your views of galaxies, since galaxies are composed of stars emitting at all 
frequencies, filtering the view down to a particular band of frequencies will not increase the contrast of the view, like looking at 
the Ring Nebula with an OIII filter.  The best way to visually observe extended, dim, magnitude 8.4 objects like the Whirlpool is 
to increase the amount of light getting to your eye… thus “bigger aperture is better.”  Please be careful when viewing awesome 
deep sky objects like M51 through really big telescopes, as it has been known to lead to serious infections of “Aperture Fever” 
in some observers.  Sadly, there is no known cure for it and no known health insurance plans cover the cost of treatment.  
Trips to the Texas Star Party, Winter Star Party and other major deep sky events where big telescopes are present only offer 
temporary relief. 

Now that the weather is warming up once again, take some time in April to get to know the spectacular Whirlpool galaxy, either 
for the first time or perhaps visit your old friend and study it in new detail. 

For More Information: 
   http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2005/12/image/a   

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap090526.html   
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    Cloudy Night Library 
      Media reviews by Matt J. McCullar, FWAS 
   

 

World’s Toughest Fixes: “Giant Telescope” 
 DVD by National Geographic Channel 
 Released: 2009  
 Running time: 45 minutes 

If you need to clean the mirror in your telescope, chances are you can do it in just a 
few minutes, without the use of a crane.  You can probably even pick it up all by 
yourself.  This is not the case if your ‘scope is in a world-class observatory.  At the 
European Southern Observatory (ESO) at Paranal, Chile, one primary mirror alone 
measures 27 feet across, weighs 23 tons, and is worth $15 million.   

The ESO is home to several giant telescopes in the Atacama Desert in northern 
Chile, in South America.  The 8,500-ft altitude, combined with an absolutely barren 
landscape and almost no rain make the “seeing” conditions among the best in the 
world.  Viewing time is parceled out to astronomers by half-nights, sometimes just 
quarter-nights.  The waiting list can be years long; competition for the ESO ‘scopes 
is fierce, and when every photon counts, the ‘scope mirrors must be kept clean.   

But about every 18 months, a thorough mirror cleaning and re-surfacing is in order.  
Dust slowly collects upon the surfaces, not only on the primary mirror, but on the 

secondaries as well.  Practically nothing is allowed to touch the valuable mirrors, so they and their holding brackets 
(called “cels”) are physically removed by a crane, and trucked down the mountain to the observatory shop.  And this is a 
huge job.   

The mirrors are carefully hauled down the mountain into a large “clean room,” where they are washed with deionized 
and distilled water (which itself must be trucked in!), the old aluminum surface is removed, and a new layer of aluminum 
applied.  Then the “new” mirror is trucked back up to the dome and placed in the ‘scope.  (While the technicians are 
busy doing all this, earthquakes are a constant threat.)   

If all this sounds like an awful lot of trouble just to clean off a nearly invisible layer of dust, it is; by the astronomers’ own 
admission, these big mirrors reach the uppermost limit of practical size for a single-piece telescope mirror.  We’re 
already familiar with segmented mirrors for large observatory ‘scopes, and bigger versions of those are already in the 
works.  Segmented mirrors are far easier to clean, control, maintain, resurface, manufacture, and replace.   

World’s Biggest Fixes is a series of TV documentaries hosted by a professional construction worker named Sean Riley.  
Other topics in these programs include replacing a broadcast antenna atop a 2,000-foot radio tower, re-stringing high-
voltage power lines, and changing out segments of the Alaskan Pipeline.  Riley comes across as a friendly, intelligent 
host who is sharp enough to understand the engineering behind the projects and 
doesn’t insult the viewer’s intelligence.   

I found this entire episode fascinating, with no dull spots.  You get to see all the 
innards of these huge telescopes, and you really feel as though you’re right there in 
the middle of it – waiting for dark!  The other episodes in this DVD collection are 
well worth watching, too.   

“Hubble Renewed” 
 National Geographic Magazine – February 2010 

It’s hard to believe that the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) turns 20 years old in 
April.  Astronauts have overhauled it several times, and the images it returns 
continue to improve.  This short article (only eight pages) is mostly stunning 
photographs, and is not a detailed text about last year’s Space Shuttle visit.  One 
globular cluster photo clearly shows far more colors in stars (particularly red and 
blue) after the upgrade of the HST’s Wide Field Camera.  An infrared image 
collected by the Hubble over four days recorded some of the most distant objects 
ever recorded at 13.1 billion light-years away.   
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   SSttaarrggaazzeerrss’’  DDiiaarryy – Russ Boatright and Doug Brown 
  
 
 
   

March 12, 2010 - TSU Observatory near Stephenville, TX   
March 13, 2010 - LASS Messier Marathon in Lipan, TX - sweet skies 
  
This was the kind of weekend we'd been yearning for all winter 
long, and the fact that it arrived in time for Messier Marathon 
March Madness made for a great big bingo. 

We planned on limbering up for Saturday night's Lipan marathon by attending the Tarleton star party on 
Friday. But high winds that were forecast to continue through the evening made us reluctant to bring a big 
telescope, so we opted for binos and the 4.5" Starblast reflector instead. When we showed up with only that 
pop gun instead of our usual 20", one pundit asked why were we always at such extremes? 

Naturally, since we had sized down for the evening, the winds calmed and it turned into a decent evening in 
which to pursue our perennial search of deep space. Fortunately, one of the event's hosts, Dr. Michael Hibbs, 
was so occupied with various activities, inside the dome with the 32" R-C and student imagers as well as 
various outside gazer groups, he graciously lent us his 15" truss dob for the night. 

We knew this telescope well from its use by its previous owner, James Addison of LASS. Its a good thing that 
old telescopes don't seem to ever go away, they just trade owners among the usual suspects within the same 
circle of hobbyists. We grow fond of most telescopes, eventually, and miss them even after we trade up. So 
its nice that many are still around. 

We spent a nice evening showing students and others various Messier targets, but we left early, around 
10:30 or so, in order to keep our powder dry and kitchen passes fresh for tomorrow night's marathon. 
Saturday, because of the time change, we'd be an hour late before we even began. 

If Friday was good, Saturday looked to be great, and a couple of dozen eager souls had gathered upon the 
LASS star field around sundown, constructing a wide array of astronomy gear for the night's viewing. Besides 
ourselves, FWAS was well represented by Ben Hudgens, Danny Arthur, Tom Monahan, and Bob Wilson. 

While it was never our intent to bag the entire M roster, it was clearly the aim of many of the purists in 
attendance, who dug right in searching for M74, the face on galaxy in Pisces, while it was still twilight. The 
Phantom is often a tough catch even in the dark. This looks too much like work to the Stargazers, so we 
opted more for a best of approach; Chuck Messier's Greatest Hits. In this regard, M100, the face on Comma 
galaxy (one arm is being pulled away so its looks like a giant comma) in Virgo, was probably the best of 
show, followed closely by other great face on galaxies, M51 in Canes Venatici, M101 in Ursa Major, and M83 
in Hydra. Honorable mention goes to M&M's, plain and peanut for providing the sugar to keep us alert and 
lively. 

And, of course, we managed to wander off of Chuck's reservation a few times during the night, to assist with 
others' projects that were in need of aperture, for one reason or another. These ranged from helping Ben 
search for a 17th mag galaxy in Leo to giving a 7 year old guest his first look at Saturn. And we enjoyed doing 
Messier's blooper project, consisting of some great eye candy that the Frenchman somehow missed. 
Headliners here included NGC 4565, the great spindle galaxy in Coma Berenices, NGC 2903 and 3521, two 
bright but overlooked galaxies in Leo, and everyone's new winter favorite, NGC 2359, Thor's Helmet nebula 
in Canis Major. Also, NGC 5139, Omega Centauri, the giant globular cluster and NGC 5128, Centaurus A, 
colliding galaxies put a punctuation mark on the night's viewing, but can't be included in the blooper reel 
because they can't be seen from Paris (France, probably visible from Paris, Texas). They're a special treat for 
Texans, who are fortunate enough to be living in the southern part of the northern hemisphere. 

There were still a half dozen marathoners in action when we finally headed for home in the wee hours, and 
we understand that two crossed the finish line into dawn. The effort was exhausting but exhilarating, too. 
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The Fine Print 
 

 

FWAS Contact information   
http://www.fortworthastro.com  
 
Officers: Steve Tuttle – President 
               Lee Vinson – Vice President 
               Trista Oppermann – Interim Secretary - Treasurer 

Meetings – FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the 
month at the UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education 
Building, Room 100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests 
and visitors are always welcome.  (Steve Tuttle)    

Web Site – http://www.fortworthastro.com  

E-Group (members only) – You may post messages to the group by 
sending e-mail to fwas@yahoogroups.com. Any message sent to 
fwas@yahoogroups.com will be automatically sent to all members 
on the list. To subscribe, send a blank e-mail to  

      fwas-subscribe@yahoogroups.com Include your real name.  

Outreach – items concerning FWAS Outreach activities should be 
addressed to fwasoutreach@yahoo.com (Shawn Kirchdorfer)      

Prime Focus – The FWAS newsletter is published monthly. Letters to 
the editor, articles for publication, photos, or just about anything 
you would like to have included in the newsletter should be sent 
to: editor@fortworthastro.com. Mable Sterns Award Finalist, 
Steve Gray (2002) & Dean Crabtree (2008, 2009)   Batting .273 

FWAS Annual Dues - $40 for adults / families, $20.00 for students 
(half-price Jan 1 thru June 30); checks payable to the Fort Worth 
Astronomical Society; payments can be mailed to 3812 Fenton 
Avenue. Fort Worth, TX 76133, or in-person at the next indoor 
meeting. Membership runs July 1 through June 30.   

Discount Subscriptions Available – Sky & Telescope ($32.95), and 
Astronomy (1 year for $34.00; 2 years for $60.00). A Sky & 
Telescope subscription through FWAS entitles you to 10% off 
purchases at Sky and Telescope’s on-line store. (Floyd May)  

Astronomical League Membership – Your FWAS membership also 
enrolls you in the Astronomical League. This makes you eligible 

for various observing certificates and you get the quarterly 
magazine, Reflector.  League Observing clubs:  
http://tinyurl.com/3vjh4fl (Tres Ross, ALCor)  

Fort Worth Museum of Science & History See the Museum’s 
website for schedules:   http://tinyurl.com/3jkn5j (Linda Krouse)  

 

 
 
Observing Site Reminders  

Be careful with fire, ban in effect 
 
All members …  

Email John Dowell that you are going. 
Sign the logbook in the clubhouse  
Put equipment back neatly when finished  
Leave a log note if there is a club equipment problem; also, 

please contact a FWAS Trustee to let them know  
Maintain Dark-Sky etiquette  
Turn out your headlights at the gate!  

Last person out, please …  

 Make sure nothing is left out  
Lock the gate.

   
 

 

Credits 
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Observing Data 
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Navigate the Newsletter 

When reading the electronic newsletter while on-line, if your cursor 
“changes” as you roll over an image or blue text, you can click on that 

web link to be taken to further information of the subject at hand. 

 

 

I hear beyond the range of sound, 
I see beyond the range of sight, 

New earths and skies and seas around, 
And in my day the sun doth pale his light. 

Attributed to Henry David Thoreau 
By An American Anthology, 1789 – 1900 

Edmund Clarence Stedman, ed. 

 

http://www.astroleague.org
http://www.fortworthastro.com

